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Landscapes of Memory and 
Socially Just Futures

Derek H. Alderman and Joshua F.J. Inwood

Erika Doss (2010: 2) has used the phrase “memorial mania” to describe the United States’ 
growing “obsession with issues of memory and history and an urgent desire to express and 
claim those issues in visibly public contexts.” The American landscape is increasingly popu-
lated with statues, monuments, museums, roadside shrines, historical plaques, public art 
installations, and other commemorative sites – permanent and temporary as well as spontane-
ous and planned. Similarly, David Lowenthal (1996) characterized society as “possessed” by 
a cult- or religious-like devotion to the past. Heritage has become a global industry that sells 
the past to promote tourism and development, feeding a rampant consumer appetite for 
things retro, restored, and reenacted. These activities signal an important transition in the 
construction of landscapes of memory, from a historically elite-dominated practice to one 
increasingly populist in terms of its participants and historical themes.

The popularization of commemoration, heritage tourism, and historic preservation offers 
insight into the shifting and contested boundaries of identity within contemporary society. 
How we imagine ourselves in the present is intimately linked to how we remember ourselves 
in the past. For some scholars, the invocation of heritage compensates for a sense of loss and 
dislocation brought on by market forces, mass migrations, and rapid technological transforma-
tion (Lowenthal 1996). For others the growing pace of commemoration results from “adamant 
assertions of citizen rights and persistent demands for representation and respect” by public 
groups, reflecting broader national debates over “who and what should be remembered” (Doss 
2010: 2). By asserting these rights many groups are creating a memorial infrastructure that, 
while continuing the tradition of celebrating heroism and patriotism, also addresses wide-
ranging legacies, including trauma, discrimination, anger, shame, and survival.

In short, it is an exciting time to study landscapes of memory, not only because of the 
growing volume of memorials and heritage sites but also because these manifestations speak 
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to changes and tensions in contemporary society. While memory is ostensibly about the past, 
it is shaped to serve ideological interests in the present and to carry certain cultural beliefs 
into the future. The notion that what is remembered tells us as much about the present and 
future as the past is a major foundation of memory studies. Memory studies represent a 
vibrant interdisciplinary field and geographers have made major contributions by examining 
the role of landscape in the social construction and contestation of public memory (Till 2006). 
In this chapter we review the importance of landscape to the process and politics of remem-
bering (and forgetting), provide a broad overview of current geographical work on memorial 
landscapes, and discuss two established frameworks for these landscape interpretations – nar-
rative and arena. In the process we also identify new analytical possibilities within each 
approach and provide avenues for future research directions.

Before moving forward with our discussion, it is important to set out the perspectives that 
guide this chapter. Within the politics of identity, having a place in a nation’s past is often 
essential to being heard and taken seriously and asserting that one belongs. It is little surprise, 
then, that the challenging and changing of commemorative landscapes have become strategies 
used by historically marginalized groups to reconstruct their public importance and articulate 
an alternative social future. Cultural geography increasingly seeks to make interventions into 
how landscapes mediate social relations and how they can be imagined in more just ways. 
It is within this intellectual and political context that we write, drawing ideas from other 
scholars and from our own research on the African American experience within the south-
eastern United States. Ultimately this chapter is meant to inspire scholars to actively engage 
with the politics of memory and landscape interpretation.

The Importance of Landscape to Memory

Traditionally, cultural geographers spoke about the importance of “the past” in shaping the 
landscape rather than focusing on memory. It was assumed that this singular past could be 
uncovered by using landscape artifacts and other evidence to peel away different eras of 
human settlement and environmental modification. The past was given its own causal power, 
but there was little exploration of how people mediated the past or how ideas about history 
were themselves social products open to multiple interpretations. Two important works in 
the 1970s signaled a shift toward a critical analysis of memory within geography. For 
Lowenthal (1975), the landscape was not simply a product of past human actions but was 
a tangible symbol of people’s attachments to the past. These attachments – rather than a 
direct reflection of all that had happened historically – represented selectively saved, altered, 
and even fabricated reconstructions of the past. Harvey (1979) also recognized that land-
scapes could just as easily hide as reveal what happened in the past, arguing that the Basilica 
of the Sacred Heart in Paris obfuscates rather than elucidates the bloody, revolutionary 
history of France. Harvey’s study exposed the important political, myth-making role that 
monuments play within nations and the need to analyze the social relations and conflicts that 
create landscapes of memory.

The emergence of the “new” critical school of cultural geography in the 1980s and 1990s, 
which emphasized the symbolic and iconographic qualities of the landscape, created a fertile 
environment for further development of memory studies in geography. Cultural geographers 
increasingly focused on interrogating a landscape’s many layers of meaning rather than simply 
uncover its layers of historical use. The discipline’s growing dialogue with social theory 
exposed cultural geographers to the memory-related writing of other scholars in the social 
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sciences and humanities. The French thinkers Maurice Halbwachs (1992/1951) and Pierre 
Nora (1989) were especially influential. Halbwachs argued for the collective nature of all 
memory – even personal memory – and how remembering the past was shaped as much by 
group interactions, social institutions, and cultural practices as by brain chemistry and indi-
vidual psychology. Geographers were especially drawn to the work of Nora, who asserted 
that social interpretations of the past are constituted, in part, through the construction of 
“sites of memory” (or lieux de mémoire). These sites of memory consisted of physical, con-
crete places of commemoration as well as the non-material rituals and displays of memory.

Nora’s ideas about the importance of materiality and spatiality to social memory meshed 
well with the way geographers were rethinking the power of landscapes. Rather than simply 
reflecting culture, landscapes, it was argued, participated in the reproduction of social life 
and cultural practices. As Johnson (1995: 51) asserted in the mid-1990s, the landscape is not 
simply the “incidental material backdrop” for memory but plays an active role in construct-
ing the meaning of commemoration. In the years that followed, geographers have explored 
how memorials and heritage sites dialectically draw meaning from and give meaning to their 
surroundings. A major idea underlying this work is that landscapes of memory, like all cul-
tural landscapes, have a normative power. They are important conduits for not just giving 
voice to certain visions of history but casting legitimacy upon them – a way of ordering and 
controlling the public meaning of the past. At the same time, because this normative power 
is not absolute, landscapes of memory hold the seeds of their unmaking and can become 
important sites for contesting and negotiating memory and identity (Schein 2003).

Memorials and heritage sites influence how people remember and value the past in part 
by creating a sense of authenticity, especially when the site is the scene of the historical event 
being remembered. Historical authenticity, however, is not an inherent condition but a 
socially constructed experience that relies upon an active preservation and even staging of 
the landscape and its artifacts. Creating tangible and believable connections with the past 
does not simply give the impression of “going back in time” but channels the public to invest 
in a history supportive of certain cultural myths and national values (DeLyser 1999). The 
occurrence of a significant event at a location does not necessarily guarantee the production 
of a landscape of memory, especially when the event is characterized by violence and tragedy. 
Some places of tragedy go through a process of sanctification in which people make them 
into sacred landscapes that serve as sites of pilgrimage. According to Till (2005: 15), “through 
the ritual of returning [to places of trauma], one may experience a transformative moment 
and confront personal and social hauntings.” Other sites of tragedy, however, might be 
obliterated or simply never commemorated because of unresolved historical and political 
interpretations of the landscape and its past (Foote 2003). In these instances, the landscape 
serves as both the medium for representing memory and, because of its own complex material 
history, the very subject of what is remembered or forgotten.

Even when landscapes of memory do not mark the location of remembered historic events, 
they can give the past an everyday familiarity and spatial permanence that facilitate a shared 
sense of place and time. Commemorative street naming, for example, inscribes social ideas 
about the past into a city’s daily vocabulary, both verbal and visual. In contrast to the banal-
ity of street names, other landscapes of memory influence people by being decidedly extraor-
dinary. Government elites regularly construct iconic architecture, grandiose monuments, and 
lavish public ceremonies to inspire public identification with state-controlled memory, illus-
trating how the landscape serves as a stage for the performance of national tradition and 
identity (Hagen and Ostergren 2006). The landscape is also a constitutive stage for the 
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memorial practices of everyday people. These vernacular performances – which range from 
tourist rituals to citizen protests – can reinforce or challenge official modes of remembering 
and, in some instances, reclaim forgotten histories and identities. Performance, whether in 
the form of evocative displays and demonstrations or mundane acts of bodily repetition and 
work, is of growing interest within cultural geography more generally and memory studies 
in particular (Hoelscher and Alderman 2004).

Landscapes of memory anchor and bring historical legitimacy to the identities of social 
groups, but they also serve as a conduit for debating what (and whose) view of the past 
should be remembered. Holocaust-related memorials at former Nazi concentration camps 
such as Auschwitz and Buchenwald are instructive here in light of the competing historical 
interpretations and claims projected onto them by various social and political stakeholders 
(Charlesworth 1994; Azaryahu 2003). Public commemoration is not simply about debating 
the appropriateness of remembering the past in a certain way; it also involves deciding where 
best to emplace that memory within the broader cultural landscape. Sometimes memorials 
become embroiled in controversy when antagonistic memories are perceived as infringing 
upon one another’s symbolic space. As geographers have discovered in researching post-
communist Central and Eastern Europe, monument removal and/or relocation are common 
during times of political revolution and regime change. Political leaders purge the landscape 
of old historical symbols and create (or restore) memorials supportive of the new ideological 
order, although these transformations can be fraught with conflict (Palonen 2008). “The 
removal of a monument from one place to another has profound impacts on the meaning of 
these places, as well as the meanings of the monument” (Dixon 2009: 86).

As the previous examples suggest, where we remember the past is important to how we 
remember. The location of a memorial may support, diminish, or even contradict the intended 
meanings of its creators. This is well illustrated in the context of recent efforts to celebrate 
the civil rights movement in the United States. Because of public opposition, African Ameri-
cans have struggled and often been unsuccessful in placing monuments to the movement 
within the traditional core of memorial space in cities. For the most part, Main Street, the 
county courthouse, and city hall remain devoted to remembering white-dominated historical 
narratives. Many (but not all) of America’s roadways named for Martin Luther King, Jr. are 
side streets or portions of roads located within poor, black areas of cities. The confinement 
of King’s memory to marginal and degraded locations has, in many instances, changed the 
meaning of the commemoration from a point of racial pride to a reminder of continued 
inequality (Dwyer and Alderman 2008).

At work through landscapes commemorating the civil rights movement are considerations 
of not only the specific placement of memorials but also how they are situated with regard 
to broader race- and class-based patterns in cities and towns. In trying to elevate the historical 
reputation of King through road naming, African American activists frequently struggle to 
convince whites to remember the civil rights leader in places that challenge long-standing 
boundaries, even though challenging historically entrenched patterns of racial segregation is 
exactly the purpose of many street-naming campaigns. Ironically, the end result is landscape 
of memory that, while representing the movement as a settled part of the past, actually speaks 
to its unfinished nature and the ongoing African American struggle for racial justice. Memo-
rial landscapes can be thought of as not only a product of social power but also a tool or 
resource for achieving it.

Finally, the social power of landscapes of memory is often realized through the broader 
political economy of cultural symbols and place promotion. Associations with the past can 
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confer prestige, privilege, and status on social actors and groups – providing them a form of 
symbolic capital – while also having economic value. Neo-traditional urban development 
sells residents an invented, nostalgic image of community life that reinforces patterns of social 
and spatial exclusion (Till 1993). Tourism also perpetuates a commodified heritage that 
frequently neglects complex local histories and writes certain racial and class identities into 
the landscape while ignoring others (Johnson 1999; Inwood 2010). Although it is a difficult 
undertaking, some communities in the United States are developing heritage tourism land-
scapes that address ingrained racial disparities and promote reconciliation (Barton and 
Leonard 2010). In this respect, the landscape of memory holds out potential for it to be used 
for therapeutic purposes rather than simply for economic or social gain.

Approaches and Possibilities

Landscape as Narrative

Recognizing the great authority that the landscape casts upon certain visions of the past, 
geographers have shown significant interest in critiquing the historical discourses represented 
via the landscape. This leads to an analysis focused on the communicative medium of the 
landscape and the identification of the selective ways in which the past is retold through the 
form and content of memorials and heritage sites. The collective process of remembering is 
accompanied, simultaneously, by a process of forgetting – an excluding of other historical 
accounts from public consideration and recognition. The narrative approach mobilizes a 
series of characteristic questions in studying landscapes of memory. What is said and not said 
about the past? Whose history is remembered or forgotten? What does the differential treat-
ment of histories and identities tell us about power relations and patterns of inequality within 
historical and contemporary societies? And to what extent do commemorative silences per-
petuate these unequal power relations into the future? Motivating a critique of the historical 
narratives manifested within landscapes of memory is the fact that these stories can be inter-
nalized by members of the public in different and sometimes conflicting ways. Landscape 
representations of the past, while creating a collective sense of belonging and stability for 
some social groups, can be a source of alienation for other groups who are left out of these 
narratives. As Legg (2005) has argued in the context of anti-colonial struggles in India, the 
refusal to forget (or be forgotten) can be actively mobilized as a resource in the politics of 
identity and social change.

The emphasis placed on narrative analysis is derived, in part, from the “landscape as 
text” metaphor in cultural geography, which calls for a critical reading of the symbolic mes-
sages continually written into and read from landscapes. The textual metaphor has been 
criticized for privileging the visual aspects of the landscape over its aural and other dimen-
sions. Geographers have tended to perpetuate this bias in their work on memory. Yet nar-
ratives can be spoken and heard as well as written and read. Speech acts are cultural 
performances that work to constitute and claim landscapes as well as narrate identity of 
oneself and others (Kearns and Berg 2002). The marginalization of the history of slavery 
and African Americans at antebellum plantation house museums in the southeastern United 
States is carried out on many fronts, but none more obvious than in the spoken words of 
tour guides and docents. Historically, these docents have been reluctant to even utter the 
words “slave” or “slavery” when discussing plantation history and have used euphemisms 
(e.g., servants) to describe the enslaved if they are mentioned at all. The term “symbolic 
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annihilation” has been used to capture the manner in which the identities and histories of 
Africans and African Americans are made silent on the plantation landscape along with their 
painful racialized histories (Eichstedt and Small 2002). This racist narrating of the past has 
not gone unchallenged. Some African Americans have reclaimed their plantation heritage, 
producing counter-narratives that bring the slave struggle front and center within the retell-
ing of the Old South. In Natchez, Mississippi, long famous for its tour of antebellum  
mansions, African Americans host a performance of gospel songs for visitors called A South-
ern Road to Freedom that defiantly recasts the meaning of the Civil War from a black 
perspective and enacts stories of oppression, resistance, and survival during slavery. The 
Natchez production demonstrates the great potential in studying music, chants, and even 
groans as part of the narrative landscape of memory (Hoelscher 2006). These sounds and 
speech acts take on a performative force that embodies and communicates representations 
of the past beyond sheer textuality and thus create a “contested space of political utterances” 
(Rose-Redwood 2008b: 875).

Geographers have devoted considerable attention to the role of memorials, monuments, 
and heritage sites in narrating and legitimizing certain hegemonic discourses about national 
identity (Foote and Azaryahu 2007). These discourses enact important ideas about who 
belongs in normative society, which has important implications for the selective narration of 
minority histories. Hegemony operates by acknowledging the needs and ideas of subordinate 
groups and then seeming to incorporate the interests of subordinate groups into the national 
collective identity, thereby giving the appearance that the interests of marginalized groups 
have been considered in the organization and maintenance of society. Within such a hegem-
onic social order, memorials and heritage sites narrate a more racially or ethically inclusive 
national history, but it is a story scripted to uphold dominant cultural ideas and values about 
society. For instance, Atlanta’s Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site and the sur-
rounding Auburn Avenue community produce a set of discourses through their exhibits and 
tours that tell a story of the civil rights movement that silences and reframes the more radical 
chapters of Dr. King’s life (such as his ideas about wealth redistribution) and uses his legacy 
to redeem, rather than question, the neoliberal democratic structure of US society. Stories of 
integration and national unity take precedence over addressing the continuing legacies  
of racism. Important in the case of King is how historical narratives inscribe the landscape 
at different scales, providing not only a national story of positive social change but also a 
means of marketing Atlanta as a “progressive” southern city (Inwood 2009). The case of  
the King Center notwithstanding, little work in geography has focused on the impact  
of neoliberalism and its emphasis on privatization, individualism, and a narrow sense of 
social responsibility on landscapes of memory, in general and specifically to giving voice to 
minority heritage narratives.

Despite the great emphasis that geographers have placed on the landscape as a medium 
for communicating narratives, there has been limited work on how historical stories are 
specifically configured through landscape design, creating what Azaryahu and Foote (2008) 
call “spatial narratives.” A number of strategies exist for spatially configuring narratives, 
some of which facilitate the retelling of complex historical stories at various scales and from 
different social perspectives. Understanding the mechanics of arranging narratives in space 
could allow geographers to collaborate with and influence memory practitioners, planners, 
and entrepreneurs, thus creating an opportunity for challenging the production of hegemonic 
landscapes of memory. Geographers’ familiarity with geospatial technology, digital humani-
ties, social media, and Web 2.0 could be great assets in designing spatial narratives that allow 
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the public to crisscross the memory terrain from different ideological and social points of 
view.

In focusing on the immediate period in which historical narratives are written into land-
scapes, geographers have unnecessarily neglected “the pre and after-lives of [memory] sites” 
(Till 2006: 330). Future work might consider paying closer attention to the temporally 
dynamic nature of how memorials and heritage sites are produced and consumed by social 
actors and groups. Memorials and heritage sites are in a constant process of becoming as 
present social needs and ideological interests change. The term “symbolic accretion” is a very 
useful starting point for capturing the manner in which new narrations of the past can be 
appended to older memorial narratives and spaces (Dwyer 2004). To track engagements with 
landscapes of memory over time will require more emphasis on longitudinal studies of how 
historical narratives are (re)constructed at memory sites and how audiences (re)interpret and 
co-construct these stories through their own interpretations and stories, including family 
history (genealogy) and personal connections to larger historical events and themes. A search 
for ancestral homeland drives the decision of many African Americans to tour the slave castles 
of Ghana, and these tours are frequently narrated in anticipation of these “roots tourists.”

As we adopt a dynamic narrative approach to landscapes of memory, it will be important 
to broaden our thinking about the nature of stories and how they affect people and places. 
Recently, Hoskins (2010: 260) encouraged us to consider how historical narratives function 
as “mobile circulatory markers of place” rather than static representations to be unpacked 
for meaning. He introduces the concept of “narrative economy” to characterize how memori-
als and heritage sites are made and remade “through the exchange of stories that acquire 
value as they circulate and intersect,” including stories that challenge official imperatives and 
“factual” accounts (Hoskins 2010: 260). Hoskins also reflected on how stories might work 
to recuperate the histories and identities of socially marginalized groups, but cautioned that 
a strict valuation of these narratives on the basis of representational accuracy and historical 
evidence could limit our ability to hear the very voices that have been historically silenced. 
He claimed: “A responsible heritage then is not one that rejects accuracy, but it is one that 
recognizes accuracy as just one among many components in a broader restorative truth” 
(Hoskins 2010: 272).

Achieving a restorative truth will lead to paying closer attention to how stories are nar-
rated and the affective connection they create between people of the past and the present. 
For example, the mere factual mention of slavery at southern plantation sites does not neces-
sarily encourage visitors to identify with and care about the enslaved. It is important to 
explore not only how stories move through landscapes, but also how these storied landscapes 
move people or inspire geographic-historical empathy (Modlin, Alderman, and Gentry 2011). 
Doss (2010: 376) argued for more than simply an outpouring of public feeling through 
memorials but the “channeling of fury into something passionate and progressive” and 
“providing spaces and subjects that permit cultural and political creativity and prompt acts 
of ‘good’ citizenship.”

A progressive narration of the histories of marginalized groups might also address the 
affective capacity of objects at heritage sites, recognizing that they “can be both ‘subject to’ 
and ‘initiative of’ discursive construction.” The very physicality and materiality of an object 
can “afford it a communicative force that goes beyond what language can portray” (Hoskins 
2007: 441). For example, visitors to the Slave Relic Museum in Walterboro, South Carolina, 
are allowed to hold shackles used during the transatlantic slave trade. The physical work of 
lifting the heavy shackles encourages a tactile and emotional engagement that, unlike the 
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plantation site, refuses to forget that the enslaved existed and suffered, while also demonstrat-
ing the power of the visitor’s corporeality in constituting and shaping narrative spaces with 
the museum (Alderman and Campbell 2008). Analyzing landscapes of memory as a narrative 
involves more than a detached, linear reading or listening. It also requires being sensitive to 
the embodied, multi-sensual ways that people experience memory and contribute to storytell-
ing (Till 2008).

Landscape as Arena

The multiple ways in which landscapes of memory can be authored/spoken, read/heard, and 
experienced have led many geographers to examine the politically contentious nature of 
remembering the past. Despite the popular impression that memorial landscapes are somehow 
frozen in time, they are perhaps better seen as open-ended, conditionally malleable systems. 
Public memory is under constant reconstruction and reinterpretation, but the process is not 
without constraints. People’s ability to memorialize the past is limited by competition and 
sometimes conflict with other groups or individuals who might have alternative motivations 
or stories about the past. The struggle and negotiation over whose conception of the past 
will prevail in this circumstance constitute a politics of memory that can illuminate larger 
social conflicts.

The production of landscapes of memory is often controlled by social and political elites 
(Forest and Johnson 2002), but others may seek to turn the landscape into a site for struggle 
and resistance. There is increasing evidence that groups traditionally ignored in the memo-
rialization process often build “sites of counter-memory” that challenge the dominant histori-
cal narratives that frequently exclude or misrepresent them (Legg 2005). Thus the metaphor 
of “arena” focuses on the capacity of memorials and heritage locations to serve as sites for 
social groups, with varying levels of power and social resources, to actively interpret and 
debate the meaning of the past as part of larger struggles over recognition and the legacies 
of discrimination and dispossession (Alderman 2010). Examining memorial landscapes as an 
“arena” recognizes the highly public and performative nature of these debates as actors and 
groups seek to influence collective decisions or policies, justify their claims to the past,  
and entice others to participate in the debate. The word arena often carries with it an image 
of formal confrontation, but it is important to note that resistance and conflict also come in 
more subtle, everyday forms that should not be ignored.

Geographers have devoted significant attention to commemorative landscapes of the 
southeastern United States as arenas for conflicts over regional and racial identity. Contro-
versy in the South over the public display and meaning of the Confederate Battle Flag provides 
a good example. On the one hand, many white southerners see the flag as a symbol of their 
ancestors’ heroic fight for independence during the Civil War. On the other hand, many 
African Americans view the flag as a symbol of racism and a commemoration of past efforts 
to preserve slavery and white supremacy. They argue that the mere presence of these memori-
als to the secessionist southern government not only marginalizes African Americans from 
any meaningful discussion of the region’s history but also openly conflicts with their ongoing 
efforts to construct a more empowering image of black memory built upon civil rights. The 
end result has been the removal of the flag from many public places, but also an intensifica-
tion of the intransigency of white Neo-Confederate activists, illustrating how memorial 
resistance can be enacted by members of hegemonic groups and not just the historically 
marginalized (Webster and Leib 2008).
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Rose-Redwood (2008a) has rightly argued that the landscape cannot be reduced to a 
monolithic discussion of the dominance of elites and the resistance of the marginalized. Such 
a dualism blinds us to the multiple agendas and identities that are often at work in memo-
rialization processes. As he found in examining the history of street naming in New York 
City, tensions and struggles over commemoration take place within both elite and marginal-
ized groups as well as between them. In the case of Harlem, for example, recognition of the 
historical achievements of African Americans on street signs was carried out, but initially at 
the expense of remembering important women of color. When an outspoken African Ameri-
can female activist sought to build a monument in Savannah, Georgia, to retell the traumatic 
history of the transatlantic slave trade, she encountered intense resistance from fellow African 
Americans, including two male city officials (Alderman 2010). There is considerable room 
in geography to study landscapes of memory as arenas for debating gender identity and 
feminist politics (e.g., DeLyser 2008).

Given the important role that public commemoration plays in asserting the public visibility 
and legitimacy of marginalized groups and subgroups within the population, it is surprising 
that more geographers have not analyzed landscapes of memory from a social justice perspec-
tive. Commemoration, rather than a mere symbolic act, is a material practice that takes place 
within, and contributes to, larger geographies of socioeconomic opportunity and disparity. 
For example, the traditional neglect of African Americans within US collective memory has 
reflected and worked to justify a larger racial inequality in American life still felt far beyond 
memorials and monuments. In terms of procedural justice, geographers might consider 
exploring what factors limit the participation of marginalized groups in the decision-making 
process that drives public commemoration. In terms of distributive justice, geographers could 
shed more light on the social and spatially uneven ways that marginalized histories are posi-
tioned within the landscape and how this affects the meanings attached to these memories 
and their locations.

Any effort to bring greater fairness to the remembering of marginalized groups requires 
addressing the legacies of violence and trauma within societies. Public remembrance of vio-
lence is a necessary tool for facilitating social compensation to victimized groups and moral 
education among the larger society. Yet the process can be contentious for it involves iden-
tifying perpetrators, which requires assigning social responsibility to them, and identifying 
survivors, which for some means carrying past trauma into the present. Historical justice is 
a concept gaining traction among memory scholars who wish to use their work to facilitate 
the remembering of past injustices as part of the healing and reconciliation process. Studying 
the landscape as arena is not restricted to matters of dissonance and contest, which has 
tended to be the focus of much of the politics of memory-work in geography. The arena can 
also be conceived as a place of conflict resolution, recognizing “heritage spaces and land-
scapes as key sites for conciliatory civil society development through meaningful engage-
ment with difficult histories” (Lehrer 2010: 269). As Johnson (2012) found in the 
commemoration of the Omagh bombing in Northern Ireland, memorials can be an impor-
tant part of the peace and reconciliation processes in post-conflict societies, illustrating the 
redemptive potential of remembering and even forgetting past physical and psychological 
violence.

Truth and Reconciliation Commissions are potentially important arenas for coming to 
terms with these difficult histories. They have an important memory function by collecting 
personal recollections of violence and trauma and other evidence to produce a truth narrative 
that counters the institutionalized forgetting of injustices found in official histories. Plans to 
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build public memorials or monuments to victims frequently result from these Commissions. 
Traditionally the United States has not hosted Truth and Reconciliation Commissions, 
although they are now growing in number, and it is appropriate that the first was held in 
2005 in the southern city of Greensboro, North Carolina. In 1979, Greensboro was the site 
of a shooting of labor activists by the Ku Klux Klan – a massacre that local police contributed 
to and for which no one was held criminally liable. Because the Greensboro City Government 
openly opposed the Commission, the truth process resulted from grassroots activists who 
reworked historical territorial divisions in the city and created a public space that brought 
perpetrators, survivors, and community members together for purposes of transformation. 
The Commission asserted the need to have the shooting memorialized within Greensboro, 
but it also recognized how memories of this violence continue to inform structural racism 
and reproduce inequality and disenfranchisement in the city (Inwood 2012). Thus, landscapes 
of memory can be arenas for challenging and potentially redefining the lines of belonging for 
marginalized groups and are but one avenue activists can take in the continuing struggle for 
social and economic justice.

Greensboro is instructive of the importance of studying the politics of remembering injus-
tice from the bottom up. Till (2005) has shown considerable interest in places marked by 
past acts of violence, calling our attention to the “memory-work” of activists, artists, and 
other citizens in Germany as they sought to represent the histories and legacies of National 
Socialism and the Holocaust. Memory-work is a useful yet underutilized concept in geogra-
phy that, in addition to capturing the labor involved in building landscapes of memory, 
recognizes the political and cultural creativity needed to create public spaces through which 
citizens can debate their understandings of the past, question dominant regimes of memory, 
and work through historical losses and trauma. For Till (2008: 109), these memory-workers 
are hugely important to the future of memory studies: “by taking seriously artistic and activist 
place-based practice, not only do scholars have much to learn about memory theoretically 
and empirically; we can also begin building responsible research agendas that contribute to 
more socially just futures.” In developing this responsible agenda, academic geographers will 
need to reflect further on the role of their own practices within the politics of memory and 
possibly identify opportunities for engaging and assisting memory-work. In seeking to build 
socially inclusive landscapes of memory, geographers will invariably become participants in 
the public memorial arena rather than simply onlookers.
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